Missouri's Powell Gardens celebrates the landscapes of the
American prairie, including natural habitats and agriculture. This
image shows part of Powell's Island Garden, and the Chapel that
overlooks it and often serves as a wedding site.
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Heartland

Destınatıon

Explore Powell Gardens to celebrate Midwestern gardening at its best

by Caleb
Melchior
photographs
by Al
Parrish

DO

NOT TAKE a notebook to Powell
Gardens. Not a notebook, pen or
any other form of recording device. If you do so, you will inevitably end up with a week’s worth of
Internet searches that will lead to endless purchases and eventual
ﬁnancial ruin. At least, I always do.
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Powell Gardens is a large public garden located
in the rolling hills of western Missouri, 30 miles
east of Kansas City. Its rural heritage becomes apparent from the moment you drive into the parking lot and see the traditional red barn and open
silo overlooking its Heartland Harvest Garden.
Even the parking lot feels rural, with swaths of
tall prairie grasses in the medians and cultivars of
native oaks giving shade. The Visitor’s Center is a
low-slung wooden structure that sits quietly in its
agrarian context. It houses several galleries and a
small conservatory where special exhibits change
throughout the year.
Perhaps the thing that makes Powell Gardens
so dangerous is that exploring it feels like stumbling into someone’s vast personal garden. While
the overall site is large (the edible Heartland
Harvest Garden alone is over 12 acres), the individual gardens are designed at a human scale. The
grounds are lush, but not overly manicured. White
clover (Trifolium repens) grows between the paving stones and Brazilian verbena (Verbena bonariensis) springs up among the tropical displays. The
loose hand of the maintenance makes this garden
comfortable and avoids the clinical tidiness that
makes some public gardens forbidding.
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A TOUR
Stepping out from the Visitor’s Center, you will be
confronted with a foreground of annual or tropical
bedding, usually based on succulents. Dr. Seuss
would have found himself at home here. You will
soon be distracted, however, by the view down a
winding path to the twin lakes and their Island
Garden. Your feet will want to follow your gaze.
The Island Garden is a fantastic ﬂower-covered
mound bridging two lakes. The visitor’s path wraps
around the front of the island, tracing its irregular
shape. As you walk from the Visitor’s Center, the
lake will be on your right, a low retaining wall on
your left. This retaining wall, however, is no ordinary stone-block affair. Instead, it’s a fully planted
dry-stacked wall displaying an abundance of dryland and alpine plants. Garden signage claims that
at over 300 feet, it’s the longest planted wall in
the world. The unique growing conditions enable
plants from a wide array of geographic regions
to coexist. Salvias from Mexico nestle up against
dianthus from the Alps. These strange bedfellows
result in unexpected combinations of color and
texture. For instance, cushions of blue-ﬂowering
plumbago (Ceratostigma plumbaginoides) loll
against the fat spiny pads and golden flowers of
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ONLINE EXTRA!
For more stories on great public gardens, read
Gardeners On the Go!, our free quarterly digital
magazine: issuu.com/horticulture.

prickly pear cactus (Opuntia compressa).
After crossing through the Island Garden, you
can turn left to visit the Marjorie Powell Allen
Chapel or turn right to continue on to the Woodland Garden. The chapel is an elegant peaked-roof
construction of wood and glass set in the prairie. It
serves as a popular site for weddings throughout
the year, both during the summer with surrounding flowers and in the winter with candlelight
glistening on the snow. Meanwhile the Woodland
Garden creates a strong contrast to the openness
of the island, lakes and surrounding prairie. Drifts
of bulbs liven the ground plane in spring. A stream
splashes through the woods, running down to the
lake. Its banks are covered with lush umbrellas of
butterbur (Petasites japonica).
Passing through the woodland, back into the
light, wander through the perennial gardens spilling out over the hillside. The paths take advantage
of the topography, concealing and revealing views
out to the lake. These gardens include trial areas
for new perennials, collections of daylilies and iris
and mixed beds for cutting and fragrance. At the
bottom of the perennial gardens, a pergola rests at
the lake edge, with shallow steps down to the water. These steps are a perfect spot to stop and enjoy

the view back to the Island Garden which, from
this distance, looks like a giant bouquet ﬂoating on
the water.
Returning through the gardens toward the
Visitor’s Center, mosey over to the Fountain and
Insectary. The Fountain splashes through a series
of jet cycles, from small to large, delighting visitors.
Surrounding it, the multilevel Insectary collects a
large number of pollinator host species, attracting
insects to beneﬁt the nearby edible plants.

HEARTLAND HARVEST
Having wandered through the purely ornamental
gardens, make your way to the Heartland Harvest
Garden, a 12-acre celebration of food production. You enter, ironically, through a tiny potager
surrounded by high wattle fences. It smells of
Opposite page, left to right: Winding paths allow visitors
to meander through Powell Gardens; they contribute to the
place's approachable, casual feel. Mature trees underplanted
with perennials and bulbs lend a natuarlistic vibe. This page,
left to right: The planted wall at Powell Gardens stretches over
300 feet and houses dozens of dryland and alpine plants in
crevices and planting pockets. Maintenance here is meticulous
yet loose enough to keep the garden homey.
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Above and below: The Heartland Harvest Garden includes dozens of
beds for edibles, some shaped and laid out like traditional quilt patterns.
Right: The Woodland Garden offers shady contrast to the prairie and
lake. Opposite page, left to right: The Fountain is surrounded by the
Insectary's beds, planted with pollinators' favorites. An apple sculpture
stands at the center of the circular orchard; yonder is the silo.
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IF YOU GO
Powell Gardens
1609 NW US Highway 50
Kingsville MO 64061
816-697-2600
powellgardens.org
Open daily May through September, 9 a.m. to 6
p.m.; and October through April, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Closed Thanksgiving, Christmas and New Year’s
Day. To be safe, confirm these hours before you
start your journey.

greens in the spring, basil and edible flowers in
summer and ripe hazelnuts in autumn. At the far
side of the potager, step through the Seed to Plate
Greenhouse. Inside, peer at specimens of common
tropical fruit crops. Sniff a tiny lime or feel the
shiny smoothness of green coffee berries. After
the greenhouse, you find yourself in the first of
the main fruit collections, the Apple Circle. With a
cartoonlike sculpture of a fruit at the center of concentric rings of trees, the apple collection is a fun
introduction to the diversity of fruits that can grow
in the unpredictable Kansas City climate.
The apple collection is only the ﬁrst of many
themed areas in the Heartland Harvest Garden.
Some emulate gardens of different cultures. Others were designed by famous gardening personalities. Current “authors’ gardens” were designed
by Rosalind Creasy and Barbara Damrosch. Four

“star gardens” take the patterns of traditional quilt
squares. One, the Missouri Star Orchard Garden,
is full of pergolas crawling with exotic fruits. Numerous varieties of hardy kiwi (Actinidia arguta)
tumble over the trellises. Big-leaved species raspberries (Rubus virginica) with magenta ﬂowers and
tiny fruit cover the ground. The other three quilt
gardens display traditional potager vegetables, forage crops and traditional Missouri grains.
If you climb the adjacent spiral staircase of the
three-story silo, you can look out over the garden
you’ve just explored. Viewing the gardens from the
air, you'll discover new landscape patterns. Usually, high spots overlook urban landscapes or scenic
wilderness areas. It’s unusual to look out over gardens, observing the patterns of path and greenery.
Powell is a garden of discovery at multiple
planes and scales. Its relaxed elegance makes even
the most intractable city gardener envious. Visit
Powell this year. But don’t blame me if you end up
with too many photos, a crammed notebook and an
empty wallet. 
CALEB MELCHIOR is a frequent contributor to Horticulture. He is a
long-time garden-center employee now nearing the end of his coursework in landscape architecture.
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